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Foreword: the MOS transistorForeword: the MOS transistor
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Foreword: CMOS technologyForeword: CMOS technology
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Foreword: CMOS technologyForeword: CMOS technology
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope) 
image of transistorsimage of transistors
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MooreMoore’’s laws law
1965: Number of Integrated Circuit components will double every year

G. E. Moore, “Cramming More Components onto Integrated Circuits”, Electronics, vol. 38, no. 8, 1965. 

1975: Number of Integrated Circuit components will double every 18 months
G. E. Moore, “Progress in Digital Integrated Electronics”, Technical Digest of the IEEE IEDM 1975. 

The definition of “Moore’s Law” has come to refer to almost anything related to the semiconductor 
industry that when plotted on semi-log paper approximates a straight line. I don’t want to do anything 
to restrict this definition. - G. E. Moore, 8/7/1996
P. K. Bondyopadhyay, “Moore’s Law Governs the Silicon Revolution”, Proc. of the IEEE, vol. 86, no. 1, Jan. 1998, pp. 78-81. 

1996:

http://www.intel.com/

An example:An example:
IntelIntel’’s Microprocessorss Microprocessors
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MooreMoore’’s law fundamentalss law fundamentals

For every generation:For every generation:
CD x 0.7CD x 0.7
Area x 0.5Area x 0.5
Chip size x 1.5Chip size x 1.5
Structural Structural 
improvement x 1.3improvement x 1.3
N of components x 4N of components x 4
Clock frequency x 1.4Clock frequency x 1.4

Metal pitch Poly pitch

DRAM MPU/ASIC

Half pitch definition

250 -> 180 -> 130 -> 90 -> 65 -> 45 -> 32 -> 22 -> 16

Technology nodes (1/2 pitch): 0.7 0.7

0.5
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CMOS technology scalingCMOS technology scaling

This roadmap is 5 This roadmap is 5 
years old:years old:
Now 45 nm is Now 45 nm is 
announced in announced in 
production in fall production in fall 
2007 !!!2007 !!!
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WhatWhat’’s in a fully processed wafer?s in a fully processed wafer?
The repetition of a circuit (or a group of smaller circuits The repetition of a circuit (or a group of smaller circuits 
assembled in a assembled in a ““reticlereticle””) as many times as possible) as many times as possible

““Step planStep plan””, or map of the same , or map of the same 
wafer in the left picture. Each square wafer in the left picture. Each square 
is a repetition of the base structure is a repetition of the base structure 
((reticlereticle))

200mm wafer in its 200mm wafer in its ““wafer shipperwafer shipper””
box, in the 250nm CMOS technology box, in the 250nm CMOS technology 
used for LHCused for LHC

Individual chip repeated in Individual chip repeated in 
the wafer (or it could be a the wafer (or it could be a 
composition of circuits as composition of circuits as 
in the figure below)in the figure below)
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Fundamental manufacturing operationsFundamental manufacturing operations

Silicon wafer productionSilicon wafer production
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LithographyLithography
Ion implantationIon implantation
EtchingEtching
DepositionDeposition
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Silicon wafer productionSilicon wafer production
CMOS Foundries normally CMOS Foundries normally 
purchase substrates (silicon purchase substrates (silicon 
wafers) from other supplierswafers) from other suppliers
The wafers can be classified The wafers can be classified 
according toaccording to

Their diameter: 200mm is Their diameter: 200mm is 
standard size until 130nm node, standard size until 130nm node, 
from which point also 300mm from which point also 300mm 
start to appear. 300mm is start to appear. 300mm is 
becoming the only option for becoming the only option for 
more advanced technologiesmore advanced technologies
Their nature: bulk, Their nature: bulk, epitaxialepitaxial, , 
Silicon On Insulator (SOI)Silicon On Insulator (SOI)

The native thickness of wafers is The native thickness of wafers is 
about 700about 700μμm (for 200mm), and m (for 200mm), and 
they can be thinned after full they can be thinned after full 
processing with a process called processing with a process called 
Back Side Grind (BSG)Back Side Grind (BSG)

EpitaxialEpitaxial: bulk wafer is very low : bulk wafer is very low resistivityresistivity, top 2, top 2--5um are 5um are 
grown and have higher grown and have higher resistivityresistivity. Wells and diffusions . Wells and diffusions 
are implanted on the top layer. For instance, 250nm was are implanted on the top layer. For instance, 250nm was 
typically using this type of wafers.typically using this type of wafers.

Bulk lowBulk low--resistivityresistivity (p+)(p+)

Top Top epitaxialepitaxial layer (player (p--))
NN--wellwell

Bulk: all the wafer has rather high Bulk: all the wafer has rather high resistivityresistivity, and twin , and twin 
wells are implanted (n and p wells) on the surface with wells are implanted (n and p wells) on the surface with 
appropriate appropriate dopingsdopings for for FETsFETs. From about the 130nm . From about the 130nm 
node, this type of substrate is used (it is cheaper)node, this type of substrate is used (it is cheaper)

Bulk highBulk high--resistivityresistivity (p(p--))

PP--wellwellNN--wellwell
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Wafer cleaningWafer cleaning
Contamination has very strong influence on important technology Contamination has very strong influence on important technology 
properties (gate oxide integrity, poly thickness, etc.)properties (gate oxide integrity, poly thickness, etc.)
Before every processing step, there is the need to removing resiBefore every processing step, there is the need to removing residual dual 
contaminants from previous processing. In modern semiconductor contaminants from previous processing. In modern semiconductor 
processing, there are about 100 cleaning steps!!processing, there are about 100 cleaning steps!!
Principles of cleaning:Principles of cleaning:

Weakening the Weakening the VadVad DerDer Waals forces sticking the contaminants to the waferWaals forces sticking the contaminants to the wafer
Building repulsion potential around the contaminant particles anBuilding repulsion potential around the contaminant particles and the waferd the wafer
Carrying away the repulsed contaminant particles from the surfacCarrying away the repulsed contaminant particles from the surfaces (for es (for 
instance, with physical removal mechanism such as brushing, instance, with physical removal mechanism such as brushing, megasonicmegasonic
agitation of liquids, flux of aerosols, etc.)agitation of liquids, flux of aerosols, etc.)

Example:Example:
Residual polymers after Residual polymers after 
etch during lowetch during low--K K 
dielectric processing. dielectric processing. 
They are visible as They are visible as 
““bubblesbubbles”” in the picture in the picture 
and need to be and need to be 
removed before further removed before further 
processing.processing.
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OxidationOxidation
CMOS technologies are based on the CMOS technologies are based on the 
combination of Si and SiOcombination of Si and SiO22 (so far(so far……): it ): it 
is not surprising oxidation plays a is not surprising oxidation plays a 
fundamental role in manufacturingfundamental role in manufacturing
Oxide is used for the FET gate, to isolate Oxide is used for the FET gate, to isolate 
devices from each other, to isolate devices from each other, to isolate 
metals from each other, to isolate metals metals from each other, to isolate metals 
from from FETsFETs
Not all oxides are Not all oxides are ““builtbuilt”” with oxidation, with oxidation, 
some are depositedsome are deposited……
HighHigh--quality oxides, such as the gate quality oxides, such as the gate 
oxide, are product of very well controlled oxide, are product of very well controlled 
oxidation process (often with oxidation process (often with dopantsdopants to to 
modify the properties of the oxide)modify the properties of the oxide)
Oxidation can be performed:Oxidation can be performed:

In furnaces, mainly vertical, at the batch In furnaces, mainly vertical, at the batch 
level (more than 100 wafers at the same level (more than 100 wafers at the same 
time)time)
In Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) In Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) 
Furnaces that can process only one wafer Furnaces that can process only one wafer 
at a timeat a time

Vertical furnace Vertical furnace 
for 150for 150--175 175 
wafers (100wafers (100--150 150 
plus dummies on plus dummies on 
top and bottom to top and bottom to 
avoid regions avoid regions 
where T is not where T is not 
uniform)uniform)

RTP furnace. RTP furnace. 
The wafer is The wafer is 
heated by lamps, heated by lamps, 
T is read from T is read from 
the back, and the the back, and the 
wafer is rotating wafer is rotating 
for better for better 
uniformityuniformity
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Lithography (1)Lithography (1)
Starting from one image of the circuit or combination of circuitStarting from one image of the circuit or combination of circuits s 
((reticlereticle), how to project this image multiple times on the wafer?), how to project this image multiple times on the wafer?
The projection allows to The projection allows to ““selectivelyselectively”” expose areas of the wafer expose areas of the wafer 
to any given processing step (oxidation, deposition, to any given processing step (oxidation, deposition, 
implantation, etching, implantation, etching, ……))
The projection field is The projection field is ““steppedstepped”” across the wafer regularly to across the wafer regularly to 
reproduce the same image multiple times (actually to fill the reproduce the same image multiple times (actually to fill the 
whole wafer)whole wafer)
The image to be projected The image to be projected –– this is actually the this is actually the ““MASKMASK”” –– is is 
larger than its projection on the wafer, hence not too difficultlarger than its projection on the wafer, hence not too difficult to to 
manufacturemanufacture
The process is analog to what happens in photography:The process is analog to what happens in photography:

The wafer is covered with a material called The wafer is covered with a material called ““resistresist”” (Coat)(Coat)
It is then exposed to a source of light that passes through the It is then exposed to a source of light that passes through the mask. mask. 
Hence the image on the mask is projected on the waferHence the image on the mask is projected on the wafer
The resist changes properties only in the selected regions exposThe resist changes properties only in the selected regions exposed ed 
to lightto light
A A ““developmentdevelopment”” removes the resist only where it has changed removes the resist only where it has changed 
properties (positive) or it has not changed properties (negativeproperties (positive) or it has not changed properties (negative))
Now the wafer can be subject to the processing step Now the wafer can be subject to the processing step –– for instance for instance 
implantation or etching implantation or etching –– that will only take place where the resist that will only take place where the resist 
has been removedhas been removed
At the end, the resist will be removed from all areas and the waAt the end, the resist will be removed from all areas and the wafer fer 
is ready for next processing step (again with selectivity determis ready for next processing step (again with selectivity determined ined 
by a new lithography step with another mask)by a new lithography step with another mask)

Example of positive or negative Example of positive or negative 
lithography associated with an lithography associated with an 
etching stepetching step
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Lithography (2)Lithography (2)
To improve the resolution of the image, lots of complicated To improve the resolution of the image, lots of complicated ““trickstricks”” can can 
be used:be used:

On the light source (dipole, On the light source (dipole, quadrupolequadrupole, annular, customized, , annular, customized, ……))
On the mask (different types of Phase Shifting Masks, PSM)On the mask (different types of Phase Shifting Masks, PSM)
With techniques such as Optical Proximity Corrections (OPC)With techniques such as Optical Proximity Corrections (OPC)

(mask)(mask)

For better resolution with For better resolution with 
the same light wavelength, the same light wavelength, 
““immersionimmersion”” lithography is lithography is 
used these days. The used these days. The 
medium between the medium between the 
objective objective lenselense and the and the 
wafer is not air anymore, wafer is not air anymore, 
but a liquidbut a liquid

Light sources:Light sources:
ArFArF (193nm) down to 65nm node(193nm) down to 65nm node
F2 (157nm wavelength) probably down to 32nm nodeF2 (157nm wavelength) probably down to 32nm node
EUV (13.6nm wavelength) probably down to 22nm nodeEUV (13.6nm wavelength) probably down to 22nm node
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Ion ImplantationIon Implantation
Ion implantation is the standard doping technique in microelectrIon implantation is the standard doping technique in microelectronicsonics
Ions are produced in a source, mass separated in a magnet, accelIons are produced in a source, mass separated in a magnet, accelerated in an erated in an 
electric field , deflected to obtain homogeneous doping, the impelectric field , deflected to obtain homogeneous doping, the implanted into the lanted into the 
waferswafers
Ion implantation produces damage which has to be annealed at higIon implantation produces damage which has to be annealed at high h 
temperatures (800temperatures (800--10501050ooC). At these elevated temperatures, C). At these elevated temperatures, dopantdopant atoms atoms 
diffusediffuse
The dose and energy of the ions change considerably with the purThe dose and energy of the ions change considerably with the purpose of the pose of the 
doping. Careful selection of doping. Careful selection of dopantdopant, energy, dose and annealing temperature , energy, dose and annealing temperature 
and time allows the formation of well controlled doping profilesand time allows the formation of well controlled doping profiles
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EtchingEtching
Etching allows to removing material from the Etching allows to removing material from the 
wafer surface, hence transferring a lithographic wafer surface, hence transferring a lithographic 
defined pattern into the underlying layerdefined pattern into the underlying layer
The most common etching technique is plasma The most common etching technique is plasma 
etching, because it is:etching, because it is:

Anisotropic Anisotropic –– it enables removal of material on it enables removal of material on 
one direction with minimal removal on the other one direction with minimal removal on the other 
directionsdirections
Highly selective Highly selective –– it can be tuned to remove only it can be tuned to remove only 
one material and let the others virtually untouchedone material and let the others virtually untouched
……and it has a large throughput, wafers can be and it has a large throughput, wafers can be 
processed quicklyprocessed quickly

Plasma etching takes place in a chamber and in Plasma etching takes place in a chamber and in 
the presence of a plasma (gas mixture at low the presence of a plasma (gas mixture at low 
pressure with High Frequency Electric Field; this pressure with High Frequency Electric Field; this 
produces neutrals produces neutrals –– atoms, radicals, molecules atoms, radicals, molecules ––
ions, electrons and photons). In the plasma, the ions, electrons and photons). In the plasma, the 
wafer surface gets quickly negatively charged wafer surface gets quickly negatively charged 
and ions are accelerated towards it. Both their and ions are accelerated towards it. Both their 
physical impact and physical impact and –– mainly mainly –– their chemistry their chemistry 
contribute to remove material from the wafercontribute to remove material from the wafer

substratesubstrate
Layer ALayer A
resistresist resistresist

substratesubstrate
AA

resistresist resistresist

AA

substratesubstrate
AA AA

Example:Example:
A film has to be A film has to be ““selectively removedselectively removed””
to reproduce a pattern in layer A. to reproduce a pattern in layer A. 
Lithography patterns the resist on top Lithography patterns the resist on top 
of the layer.of the layer.

Plasma etching selectively removes Plasma etching selectively removes 
layer A only, and only vertically. Etching layer A only, and only vertically. Etching 
stops when the substrate is reached stops when the substrate is reached 
(different material, or etch stop)(different material, or etch stop)

The eventual removal of the resist The eventual removal of the resist 
leaves the patterned layer Aleaves the patterned layer A
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What plasma etching can doWhat plasma etching can do……

200nm200nm

Look at the Look at the 
vertical profile!vertical profile!

1010--15um15um

Vertical velocity of etchVertical velocity of etch

Well, this is anisotropy!Well, this is anisotropy!

25nm25nm

Scanning Electron Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) Microscope (SEM) 
imagesimages
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DepositionDeposition
In wafer manufacturing, one needs not only In wafer manufacturing, one needs not only 
to to ““etchetch”” but also to deposit material. For but also to deposit material. For 
instance, etched holes must be filledinstance, etched holes must be filled……
Deposition is performed with eitherDeposition is performed with either

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) techniques Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) techniques 
(some of which are enhanced by the presence (some of which are enhanced by the presence 
of a plasma in the chamber). There is a large of a plasma in the chamber). There is a large 
variety of such techniques: APCVD, SACVD, variety of such techniques: APCVD, SACVD, 
LPCVD, PECVD, HDPCVD, RTCVD, LPCVD, PECVD, HDPCVD, RTCVD, 
ALCVDALCVD……
Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) techniques Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) techniques 
such as sputtering, evaporation, such as sputtering, evaporation, ……

In CVD, chemical reactions are carefully In CVD, chemical reactions are carefully 
selected and enhanced by conditions in the selected and enhanced by conditions in the 
deposition chamber (temperature, pressure, deposition chamber (temperature, pressure, 
presence of plasma, presence of plasma, ……))
Very often CVD takes place in single wafer Very often CVD takes place in single wafer 
cluster tools, where the single wafer moves cluster tools, where the single wafer moves 
from chamber to chamber to go through from chamber to chamber to go through 
several processing stepsseveral processing steps

MultiMulti--chamber tool (1 wafer per chamber at a chamber tool (1 wafer per chamber at a 
time). In this case, the chamber does time). In this case, the chamber does 
operations related to Tungsten (W) deposition operations related to Tungsten (W) deposition 
for contact/viafor contact/via

The wafer moves from one chamber to the The wafer moves from one chamber to the 
next in sequencenext in sequence
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PlanarizationPlanarization (1)(1)
Processing of modern technologies requires the capability of Processing of modern technologies requires the capability of ““etchingetching””
holes tens of nm wide and tens of nm apart. Up to 8 levels of meholes tens of nm wide and tens of nm apart. Up to 8 levels of metal tal 
have to be processed this way on top of each other!have to be processed this way on top of each other!
This is possible ONLY if the This is possible ONLY if the ““substratesubstrate”” is perfectly flat!is perfectly flat!
Chemical Mechanical Polish (CMP) is the Chemical Mechanical Polish (CMP) is the planarizationplanarization process that process that 
allows modern technologies to existallows modern technologies to exist
For 90nm technology node, it allows better than 50nm For 90nm technology node, it allows better than 50nm planarizationplanarization on on 
a single die. This is equivalent to leveling a football field a single die. This is equivalent to leveling a football field 
homogeneously  to within better than 250homogeneously  to within better than 250μμm!!!m!!!

Before CMPBefore CMP With CMPWith CMP
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PlanarizationPlanarization (2)(2)
The wafer is positioned The wafer is positioned ““headhead--downdown”” in the CMP tool, and rotates.in the CMP tool, and rotates.
The bottom platen, covered by the polishing (abrasive) pad, rotaThe bottom platen, covered by the polishing (abrasive) pad, rotates.tes.
A dispenser distributes a A dispenser distributes a ““slurryslurry”” which has a chemical action adding to the mechanical polishing.which has a chemical action adding to the mechanical polishing.
The pad is constantly conditioned.The pad is constantly conditioned.

PrePre--CMPCMP

PostPost--CMPCMP
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ULSI technologies: manufacturingULSI technologies: manufacturing

ForewordForeword
MooreMoore’’s laws law
Manufacturing of ULSI CMOS technologiesManufacturing of ULSI CMOS technologies

Fundamental manufacturing operationsFundamental manufacturing operations
Process FlowProcess Flow

•• Front End Of Line (FEOL): construction of the Front End Of Line (FEOL): construction of the 
transistors. The FEOL stops before the Pretransistors. The FEOL stops before the Pre--Metal Metal 
DielectricDielectric

•• Back End Of Line (BEOL)Back End Of Line (BEOL)

OutlineOutline
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Active Area ModuleActive Area Module
AIM: selection of AIM: selection of ““active areaactive area”” (area where transistors will be (area where transistors will be 
built)built)

a)a) Thin oxide growth (thermal). Nitride (SiThin oxide growth (thermal). Nitride (Si33NN44) deposition) deposition
b)b) Active area patterning (lithography). Trench etching (STI trenchActive area patterning (lithography). Trench etching (STI trench that that 

will isolate devices)will isolate devices)
c)c) STI oxidation: thermal at first (thin oxide), then with High DenSTI oxidation: thermal at first (thin oxide), then with High Density sity 

Plasma (HDP) CVDPlasma (HDP) CVD
d)d) Oxide Oxide planarizationplanarization (CMP). Nitride is used as CMP stop point since (CMP). Nitride is used as CMP stop point since 

CMP rate is much smaller in nitride than in oxideCMP rate is much smaller in nitride than in oxide
e)e) Final result after CMPFinal result after CMP

a

b

c

e

da

b

c

e

d

Thin oxideThin oxide

NitrideNitride
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Channel doping moduleChannel doping module
Aim: doping of the wells Aim: doping of the wells 
and doping for the and doping for the 
threshold adjust (doping in threshold adjust (doping in 
the area where transistors the area where transistors 
will be built to finewill be built to fine--tune tune 
their their VthVth))

a)a) Definition of Definition of nwellnwell (resist, (resist, 
lithograpylithograpy))

b)b) Implant of Implant of nwellnwell in two steps: in two steps: 
deep implant for well profile deep implant for well profile 
(high energy ions), shallow (high energy ions), shallow 
implant for implant for VthVth adjust and adjust and 
lateral leakage controllateral leakage control

c)c) Strip resist patterning Strip resist patterning nwellnwell, , 
and repeat a) and b) for and repeat a) and b) for pwellpwell

d)d) Well anneal (thermal process Well anneal (thermal process 
where implanted ions will where implanted ions will 
diffuse)diffuse)

STISTI
resistresist

a)a)

nnSTISTI
resistresist

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI
resistresist

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

d)d)
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Gate moduleGate module

Aim: growing the gate Aim: growing the gate 
oxide, deposit and oxide, deposit and 
pattern the pattern the polysiliconpolysilicon
gategate

a)a) Remove damaged oxide Remove damaged oxide 
on top of active areaon top of active area

b)b) Gate oxide growth Gate oxide growth 
((nitridednitrided oxide)oxide)

c)c) Deposition of Deposition of polysiliconpolysilicon
with CVDwith CVD

d)d) Gate patterning (resist, Gate patterning (resist, 
lithography, etch)lithography, etch)

e)e) Resist Resist removealremoveal (strip). (strip). 
ReRe--oxidation to cure oxidation to cure 
oxide above Source/Drain oxide above Source/Drain 
areasareas

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)

resistresistresistresist

pp nnSTISTI

d)d)

pp nnSTISTI

e)e)
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Source/Drain extension moduleSource/Drain extension module
Aim: implant the S/D extension Aim: implant the S/D extension 
and pockets (halo). The two and pockets (halo). The two 
implant are selfimplant are self--aligned by the aligned by the 
presence of the poly gatepresence of the poly gate

a)a) Patterning for n+ S/D (resist, Patterning for n+ S/D (resist, 
lithography)lithography)

b)b) Implant of nImplant of n-- for S/D extension, at for S/D extension, at 
moderate angle (7 degrees). The moderate angle (7 degrees). The 
extension limits the short channel extension limits the short channel 
effect and series R between S/D effect and series R between S/D 
and the channel regionand the channel region

c)c) Implant of pImplant of p-- for halo, at large for halo, at large 
angle. The halo changes the angle. The halo changes the 
channel doping concentration for channel doping concentration for 
short channel transistors, hence short channel transistors, hence 
the the VthVth dependence on gate length dependence on gate length 
is weakenedis weakened

d)d) Removal of resist, RTP annealRemoval of resist, RTP anneal
e)e) Repeat a) to d) for p+ S/D (all Repeat a) to d) for p+ S/D (all 

dopingsdopings are reversed)are reversed)
pp nnSTISTI

End of moduleEnd of module

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

resistresist resistresist

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

resistresist resistresist

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

resistresist resistresist
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Role of the HALO implantRole of the HALO implant
With uniform doping for all gate length With uniform doping for all gate length 
L, L, VthVth changes with L (Short Channel changes with L (Short Channel 
Effects). Users wish all Effects). Users wish all FETsFETs with with 
roughly the same roughly the same VthVth irrespective of the irrespective of the 
L. To achieve that, HALO allows to L. To achieve that, HALO allows to 
change doping with L, so that change doping with L, so that VthVth stays stays 
approximately constantapproximately constant

NNchannelchannel==dopantdopant concentration in the channel regionconcentration in the channel region

Halo implantHalo implant

Long channelLong channel Short channelShort channel

Here the doping in the Here the doping in the 
channel region is higher, channel region is higher, 
hence hence VthVth is increasedis increased

Result:Result:
In the absence of HALO, In the absence of HALO, VthVth is either is either 
too low for small L or too high for large too low for small L or too high for large 
L. With HALO, the compromise is L. With HALO, the compromise is 
acceptableacceptable
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Spacer moduleSpacer module
Aim: building the Aim: building the 
spacer that will allow spacer that will allow 
for selffor self--aligned S/D aligned S/D 
doping implantdoping implant

a)a) Deposition of a thin Deposition of a thin 
oxide layer, then a oxide layer, then a 
thicker (150nm) nitride thicker (150nm) nitride 
layer (both with CVD)layer (both with CVD)

b)b) Anisotropic etching of Anisotropic etching of 
the nitride the nitride –– much much 
quicker in vertical than quicker in vertical than 
horizontal directionhorizontal direction

pp nnSTISTI

NitrideNitride

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)
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Junctions moduleJunctions module
Aim: realizing S/D Aim: realizing S/D 
regions for regions for FETsFETs and and 
doping gate electrodesdoping gate electrodes

a)a) Patterning for n+ implant Patterning for n+ implant 
((NFETs)(resistNFETs)(resist, lithography), lithography)

b)b) Implant n+ regions (poly is Implant n+ regions (poly is 
doped as well)doped as well)

c)c) Remove resist and repeat Remove resist and repeat 
a) and b) for p+ implant a) and b) for p+ implant 
((PFETsPFETs))

d)d) Remove resist. Thermal Remove resist. Thermal 
anneal to cure dopinganneal to cure doping--
related damagerelated damage

pp nnSTISTI

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

End of moduleEnd of module
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SilicideSilicide modulemodule
Aim: Forming a Aim: Forming a silicidesilicide layer layer 
(typically TiSi(typically TiSi22 or CoSior CoSi22, , NiSiNiSi from from 
the 90nm node) on top of S/D and the 90nm node) on top of S/D and 
poly to lower the access poly to lower the access 
resistanceresistance

a)a) Etch of the oxide covering the SiEtch of the oxide covering the Si
b)b) PVD of the metal (Ti or Co)PVD of the metal (Ti or Co)
c)c) First RTP at lower T (order of First RTP at lower T (order of 

500500ooC) to form a highC) to form a high--resistivityresistivity
compound (compound (TiSiTiSi or or CoSiCoSi). ). 
Reaction only occurs where metal Reaction only occurs where metal 
is on top of silicon. Thanks to the is on top of silicon. Thanks to the 
spacers, low risk of short between spacers, low risk of short between 
S/D and polyS/D and poly

d)d) Etch of the metal that has not Etch of the metal that has not 
reacted with Si (selective etch)reacted with Si (selective etch)

e)e) Second RTP at higher T (order of Second RTP at higher T (order of 
800800ooC) to continue reaction and C) to continue reaction and 
obtain lowobtain low--R compound (TiSiR compound (TiSi22 or or 
CoSiCoSi22))

pp nnSTISTI

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

d)d)
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End of FEOLEnd of FEOL

SEM of a transistor at the end of FEOLSEM of a transistor at the end of FEOL

The transistors are ready to be connected with each The transistors are ready to be connected with each 
other and with the outer world!other and with the outer world!
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ULSI technologies: manufacturingULSI technologies: manufacturing

ForewordForeword
MooreMoore’’s laws law
Manufacturing of ULSI CMOS technologiesManufacturing of ULSI CMOS technologies

Fundamental manufacturing operationsFundamental manufacturing operations
Process FlowProcess Flow

•• Front End Of Line (FEOL)Front End Of Line (FEOL)
•• Back End Of Line (BEOL): it starts with PMD deposition. Back End Of Line (BEOL): it starts with PMD deposition. 

Only Copper Metal Processing flow is described hereOnly Copper Metal Processing flow is described here

OutlineOutline
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PMD modulePMD module
Aim: depositing the PreAim: depositing the Pre--MetalMetal--
Dielectric insulating the silicon from the Dielectric insulating the silicon from the 
metal layers (this layer has to be a metal layers (this layer has to be a 
barrier against moisture and mobile barrier against moisture and mobile 
ions such as K+ and Na+)ions such as K+ and Na+)

a)a) CVD of a thin layer of CVD of a thin layer of SiONSiON
b)b) High Density Plasma (HDP) CVD of an High Density Plasma (HDP) CVD of an 

UndopedUndoped Silicate Glass (USG), an SiOSilicate Glass (USG), an SiO22. . 
This This undopedundoped isolation layer prevents isolation layer prevents 
migration of P from the upper doped migration of P from the upper doped 
layer towards Silayer towards Si

c)c) HDP CVD of a doped (4.5%) SiOHDP CVD of a doped (4.5%) SiO22 layer, layer, 
PSG (PSG (PhosphosilicatePhosphosilicate Glass), that is Glass), that is 
good at capturing mobile alkali ions. This good at capturing mobile alkali ions. This 
prevents migration of such ions to the Siprevents migration of such ions to the Si

d)d) Anneal and CMP to about 1250nm Anneal and CMP to about 1250nm 
thicknessthickness

pp nnSTISTI

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

d)d)
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Contact moduleContact module
Aim: opening the contact holes in Aim: opening the contact holes in 
the PMD and filling them with the PMD and filling them with 
tungsten (W)tungsten (W)

a)a) Patterning for the opening (resist, Patterning for the opening (resist, 
lithography)lithography)

b)b) Etch of the contact hole. Etching Etch of the contact hole. Etching 
needs to be very selective to needs to be very selective to 
stop on stop on silicidesilicide (different depth of (different depth of 
holes on poly or S/D)holes on poly or S/D)

c)c) Deposition (with Deposition (with IonisedIonised Metal Metal 
Plasma CVD) of a Ti and Plasma CVD) of a Ti and TiNTiN
barrier. barrier. TiNTiN helps the following helps the following 
deposition of W, Ti ensures a deposition of W, Ti ensures a 
lowlow--R contact to the R contact to the silicidesilicide. This . This 
thin layer Tithin layer Ti--TiNTiN is not shown in is not shown in 
the figures to the left, but it is the figures to the left, but it is 
present all around W in the holespresent all around W in the holes

d)d) Deposition of W Deposition of W 
e)e) CMP stopping on PSG to leave CMP stopping on PSG to leave 

W only in the holesW only in the holes

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

d)d)

pp nnSTISTI

e)e)

pp nnSTISTI
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SD IMD1 moduleSD IMD1 module
Aim: deposition of InterAim: deposition of Inter--
Metal Dielectric (IMD) in Metal Dielectric (IMD) in 
preparation of the first preparation of the first 
metal layer (metal1), that metal layer (metal1), that 
will be integrated using will be integrated using 
the Single Damascene the Single Damascene 
(SD) technique(SD) technique

a)a) Deposition (PECVD) of a Deposition (PECVD) of a 
Silicon Carbide (Silicon Carbide (SiCSiC) thin ) thin 
layer (as etch stop layer (as etch stop 
material for next module, material for next module, 
when trenches will be when trenches will be 
dug)dug)

b)b) Deposition (PECVD) of a Deposition (PECVD) of a 
SiOSiO22 layer (IMD)layer (IMD)

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI
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SD Metal1 patterning moduleSD Metal1 patterning module

Aim: Digging the trench Aim: Digging the trench 
for Metal1 linesfor Metal1 lines

a)a) Patterning for metal1 Patterning for metal1 
lines (resist, lithography)lines (resist, lithography)

b)b) Etch of oxide and Etch of oxide and SiCSiC
c)c) Removal of resistRemoval of resist

pp nnSTISTI

a)a)

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)
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SD Cu Metal1 moduleSD Cu Metal1 module
Aim: filling the trench with Cu to Aim: filling the trench with Cu to 
complete Metal1 layercomplete Metal1 layer

a)a) PrePre--cleaning of trench with cleaning of trench with ArAr
b)b) Deposition of a Deposition of a TaNTaN/Ta barrier with /Ta barrier with 

a PVD technique. This barrier a PVD technique. This barrier 
prevents migration of Cu, since Cu prevents migration of Cu, since Cu 
has tendency to migratehas tendency to migrate

c)c) Deposition of a thin layer of Cu Deposition of a thin layer of Cu 
with the same PVD technique. This with the same PVD technique. This 
layer acts as a layer acts as a ““seedseed”” when later when later 
filling the trench with Cufilling the trench with Cu

d)d) Deposition of the bulk of the Cu Deposition of the bulk of the Cu 
with electroplating (a form of with electroplating (a form of 
electrolysis that takes place in a electrolysis that takes place in a 
bath rich in Cu salts)bath rich in Cu salts)

e)e) Annealing for 30Annealing for 30”” at 250at 250ooC. The C. The 
annealing is necessary to ensure a annealing is necessary to ensure a 
change of structure of Cu, that change of structure of Cu, that 
reorganizes in larger grains with reorganizes in larger grains with 
lower lower resistivityresistivity

f)f) CMP of the Cu, then of the CMP of the Cu, then of the TaNTaN/Ta /Ta 
barrier. In this phase, it is barrier. In this phase, it is 
necessary to have uniform Cu necessary to have uniform Cu 
distribution across the wafer to distribution across the wafer to 
have good results (this drives strict have good results (this drives strict 
requirements for pattern density)requirements for pattern density)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

f)f)
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DD IMD2 moduleDD IMD2 module
Aim: deposition of InterAim: deposition of Inter--
Metal Dielectric (IMD) in Metal Dielectric (IMD) in 
preparation of the second preparation of the second 
metal layer (metal2), that metal layer (metal2), that 
will be integrated using will be integrated using 
the Double Damascene the Double Damascene 
(DD) technique(DD) technique

a)a) Deposition (PECVD) of a Deposition (PECVD) of a 
Silicon Carbide (Silicon Carbide (SiCSiC) thin ) thin 
layer (as etch stop material layer (as etch stop material 
for next module, when for next module, when 
trenches will be dug)trenches will be dug)

b)b) Deposition (PECVD) of a Deposition (PECVD) of a 
SiO2 layer (IMD)SiO2 layer (IMD)

c)c) Steps a) and b) are Steps a) and b) are 
repeatedrepeated

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)
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DD Metal2 patterning module (1)DD Metal2 patterning module (1)

Aim: Patterning the Aim: Patterning the 
dielectric to prepare dielectric to prepare 
for the deposition of for the deposition of 
Cu for M1Cu for M1--M2 M2 viasvias
and for Metal2and for Metal2

a)a) Patterning for Via1 Patterning for Via1 
holes (resist, holes (resist, 
lithography)lithography)

b)b) Partial Via1 etch, Partial Via1 etch, 
using the top using the top SiCSiC
layer as etch stoplayer as etch stop

c)c) Removal of resist  Removal of resist  

pp nnSTISTI

b)b)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)
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DD Metal2 patterning module (2)DD Metal2 patterning module (2)
d)d) Deposition of an Deposition of an 

““underlayerunderlayer”” (UL) resist (UL) resist 
((planarizedplanarized))

e)e) Deposition of an Imaging Deposition of an Imaging 
Layer (IL) of resist, and Layer (IL) of resist, and 
pattern of this layer for pattern of this layer for 
Metal1Metal1

f)f) Development of the UL Development of the UL 
resist in plasma, very resist in plasma, very 
selectively under selectively under 
openings of IL and until openings of IL and until 
trenches are completely trenches are completely 
emptiedemptied

e)e)

pp nnSTISTI

pp nnSTISTI

f)f)
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DD Metal2 patterning module (3)DD Metal2 patterning module (3)
g)g) Damascene etch of the oxide for both Via1 and Damascene etch of the oxide for both Via1 and 

Metal2 (Metal2 (SiCSiC layers as etch stop)layers as etch stop)
h)h) Removal of resistRemoval of resist

g)g)

pp nnSTISTI

h)h)

pp nnSTISTI
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DD Cu Metal2 and Via1 moduleDD Cu Metal2 and Via1 module
Aim: filling the trenches with Cu for both Aim: filling the trenches with Cu for both 
Via1 and Metal2. The procedure is Via1 and Metal2. The procedure is 
identical to the one used already for identical to the one used already for 
Metal1Metal1

a)a) PrePre--cleaning of trench with cleaning of trench with ArAr
b)b) Deposition of a Deposition of a TaNTaN/Ta barrier with a PVD /Ta barrier with a PVD 

technique. This barrier prevents migration of technique. This barrier prevents migration of 
Cu, since Cu has tendency to migrateCu, since Cu has tendency to migrate

c)c) Deposition of a thin layer of Cu with the Deposition of a thin layer of Cu with the 
same PVD technique. This layer acts as a same PVD technique. This layer acts as a 
““seedseed”” when later filling the trench with Cuwhen later filling the trench with Cu

d)d) Deposition of the bulk of the Cu with Deposition of the bulk of the Cu with 
electroplating (a form of electrolysis that electroplating (a form of electrolysis that 
takes place in a bath rich in Cu salts)takes place in a bath rich in Cu salts)

e)e) Annealing for 30Annealing for 30”” at 250at 250ooC. The annealing is C. The annealing is 
necessary to ensure a change of structure of necessary to ensure a change of structure of 
Cu, that reorganizes in larger grains with Cu, that reorganizes in larger grains with 
lower lower resistivityresistivity

f)f) CMP of the Cu, then of the CMP of the Cu, then of the TaNTaN/Ta barrier. In /Ta barrier. In 
this phase, it is necessary to have uniform this phase, it is necessary to have uniform 
Cu distribution across the wafer to have Cu distribution across the wafer to have 
good results (this drives strict requirements good results (this drives strict requirements 
for pattern density)for pattern density)

All other metal layers are processed the All other metal layers are processed the 
same way (Double Damascene)same way (Double Damascene)

pp nnSTISTI

c)c)

pp nnSTISTI

f)f)
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PassivationPassivation module (1)module (1)
Aim: at the end of the metal Aim: at the end of the metal 
stack (up to 8 levels), the stack (up to 8 levels), the 
final final passivationpassivation and the and the 
pad opening steps are pad opening steps are 
performedperformed

a)a) Deposition of a stack (Deposition of a stack (SiCSiC, , 
Nitride, Nitride, SiCSiC))

b)b) Patterning of the pad opening Patterning of the pad opening 
(resist, lithography)(resist, lithography)

c)c) Etch of top Etch of top SiCSiC layer. Resist layer. Resist 
removalremoval

d)d) Etch of Nitride and bottom Etch of Nitride and bottom 
SiCSiC layerlayer

e)e) Deposition of Deposition of TaNTaN (barrier) (barrier) 
and Aluminumand Aluminum

b)b)

d)d)

e)e)
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PassivationPassivation module (2)module (2)

f)f) Patterning of the Al Patterning of the Al 
pad (resist, pad (resist, 
lithography)lithography)

g)g) Etch of Al and Etch of Al and TaNTaN. . 
Resist removalResist removal

f)f)

g)g)
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End of BEOLEnd of BEOL
The wafers are finished, ready for being thinned, The wafers are finished, ready for being thinned, 
diced and packageddiced and packaged

Example: 5 Example: 5 
metal stack metal stack 
(all Cu)(all Cu)
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To study furtherTo study further……

M.QuirkM.Quirk, , J.SerdaJ.Serda, , ““Semiconductor Manufacturing Semiconductor Manufacturing 
TechnologyTechnology””, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0--1313--081520081520--99
11--week course week course ““Silicon Processing for ULSI circuit Silicon Processing for ULSI circuit 
fabricationfabrication””, organized yearly by MTC , organized yearly by MTC 
(Microelectronics Training Center) of IMEC, know (Microelectronics Training Center) of IMEC, know 
also as also as ““TauberTauber coursecourse””
To keep updated with newest technologies, attend To keep updated with newest technologies, attend 
the IEDM conference (typically in December in either the IEDM conference (typically in December in either 
Washington or San Francisco)Washington or San Francisco)
On the net, to follow latest developments and news On the net, to follow latest developments and news 
from Industry:from Industry:

•• http://www.fabtech.org/http://www.fabtech.org/
•• http://www.reedhttp://www.reed--

electronics.com/semiconductor/index.asp?ridelectronics.com/semiconductor/index.asp?rid=0&rme=0&cfd=1=0&rme=0&cfd=1
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General OutlineGeneral Outline

ULSI technologies: manufacturingULSI technologies: manufacturing
Radiation effects in devices and Radiation effects in devices and 
technologiestechnologies
Radiation HardnessRadiation Hardness--ByBy--Design (HBD) Design (HBD) 
techniques for techniques for ASICsASICs
130nm technology node for High 130nm technology node for High 
Energy Physics: vendor, properties, Energy Physics: vendor, properties, 
radiation effectsradiation effects
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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Radiation Levels in ATLASRadiation Levels in ATLAS

8.78.7··101011113.83.8··1010121224.3 k24.3 kMuonMuon detdet..
5.65.6··101010102.52.5··10101111458458HCALHCAL

3.63.6··101011111.71.7··101012125.1 k5.1 kECAL ECAL 
(barrel)(barrel)

1.11.1··101014141.41.4··101013137.9 M7.9 MSCT BarrelSCT Barrel

22··101015151.471.47··10101515112 M112 MPixelsPixels

Charged hadronsCharged hadrons
(> 21 (> 21 MeVMeV) ) 

[n/cm[n/cm22]]

NeutronsNeutrons
(1 (1 MeVMeV eqeq.) .) 

[n/cm[n/cm22]]

Total dose Total dose 
[rd][rd]

Detector Detector 
zonezone

During the experiment lifetime (10 years)During the experiment lifetime (10 years)

-- TID = energy deposited via ionization per unit mass SI unit = TID = energy deposited via ionization per unit mass SI unit = GyGy = 100 rd= 100 rd
-- Neutron and Ch. Hadrons Neutron and Ch. Hadrons ““intensities: are expressed in intensities: are expressed in fluencefluence = integral = integral 
of flux over time (10 years in this case)of flux over time (10 years in this case)
-- Hadrons are particles subject to the strong interaction, mainlyHadrons are particles subject to the strong interaction, mainly p and n p and n 
(and (and pionspions) in our context) in our context
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Summary of radiation effectsSummary of radiation effects

Cumulative effects

Single Event Effects (SEE)

Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Potentially all components

Displacement damage
Bipolar technologies

Optocouplers
Optical sources

Optical detectors (photodiodes)

Permanent SEEs
SEL

CMOS technologies
SEB

Power MOSFETs, BJT and diodes
SEGR

Power MOSFETs

Static SEEs
SEU, SEFI
Digital ICs

Transient SEEs
Combinational logic
Operational amplifiers
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)

TID in CMOS technologiesTID in CMOS technologies
TID in bipolar technologiesTID in bipolar technologies

Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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TID in MOS structuresTID in MOS structures
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Role of interface statesRole of interface states
Interface states can trap charge of both polarities.Interface states can trap charge of both polarities.
What is their role for NMOS and PMOS structures?What is their role for NMOS and PMOS structures?

V

Conduction band

Valence band

Fo
rb

id
de

n 
ga

p

Fermi level

1. 1. FlatbandFlatband

Intrinsic energy

2. NMOS (inversion)2. NMOS (inversion)

V

Conduction band

Valence band

A

B

In NMOS, negative In NMOS, negative 
charge is trappedcharge is trapped

V

Valence band

Conduction band

A

B

In PMOS, positive In PMOS, positive 
charge is trappedcharge is trapped

3. PMOS (inversion)3. PMOS (inversion)
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Contributions to the VContributions to the VTT shiftshift
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Different evolution of defectsDifferent evolution of defects
-- All charge trapped in the oxide or in the interface states affeAll charge trapped in the oxide or in the interface states affect the ct the 
electric field across the oxide (hence the electric field across the oxide (hence the VtVt of the structure).of the structure).
-- The evolution of charge trapping and interface state formation The evolution of charge trapping and interface state formation during during 
and after irradiation is different. This is very relevant for thand after irradiation is different. This is very relevant for the overall e overall 
evolution of the measured behavior.evolution of the measured behavior.

-- Annealing, or selfAnnealing, or self--healing, is typically driven by thermal energy or hopping healing, is typically driven by thermal energy or hopping 
of carriers from the Si layer (only about 3nm range). It is normof carriers from the Si layer (only about 3nm range). It is normally effective for ally effective for 
trapped charge only, not for interface states (exception recentltrapped charge only, not for interface states (exception recently pointed out y pointed out 
for thick field oxides)for thick field oxides)
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Bias dependenceBias dependence
Bias condition during irradiation is VERY relevant for the Bias condition during irradiation is VERY relevant for the 
radiation effects. During irradiation, the worstradiation effects. During irradiation, the worst--case bias case bias 
condition condition ““pushespushes”” holes towards the Siholes towards the Si--SiOSiO22 interface.interface.

RULE: Power circuits in their operational condition, or a RULE: Power circuits in their operational condition, or a 
condition known to be worstcondition known to be worst--case!case!
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Example: Vth shift of NMOS in 3 different bias conditions

CMOS 130nm techCMOS 130nm tech
W/L=0.16/0.12umW/L=0.16/0.12um

The larger the positive bias, The larger the positive bias, 
the larger the the larger the VthVth shiftshift
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Transistor level leakageTransistor level leakage
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BIRD’S 
BEAKS

Transistor level leakageTransistor level leakage
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This is for LOCOS, very similar for STI
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Transistor level leakage: exampleTransistor level leakage: example
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IC level leakageIC level leakage

POLYSILICON

N+ WELL CONTACT N+ SOURCE
OXIDE

N WELL

SUBSTRATE

VDD SSV

+
+     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +   ++

+

LEAKAGE

The charges trapped in the thick oxide (LOCOS or STI) decrease tThe charges trapped in the thick oxide (LOCOS or STI) decrease the he VthVth of the of the 
MOS structure, and the p substrate can be inverted even in the aMOS structure, and the p substrate can be inverted even in the absence of an bsence of an 
electric field. A leakage current can appear.electric field. A leakage current can appear.
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n+ source

n+ drain

IC level leakage IC level leakage -- FoxFETsFoxFETs
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STI OXIDE
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S
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Polysilicon

STI oxide

n+ source

n+ drain

Between n+ diffusionsBetween n+ diffusions Between Between nwellsnwells

Example:Example:
FOXFET FOXFET nwellnwell--nwellnwell
Techno 130nm CMOSTechno 130nm CMOS
W/L=200/0.92umW/L=200/0.92um
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TIDTID--induced failureinduced failure
In modern technologies, leakage In modern technologies, leakage 
current is typically the killercurrent is typically the killer
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TID in CMOSTID in CMOS

Main transistor:Main transistor:
Threshold voltage shift, Threshold voltage shift, transconductancetransconductance
and noise degradationand noise degradation
Effects get negligible in modern deep Effects get negligible in modern deep 
submicron (as from 250submicron (as from 250--180 nm techs)180 nm techs)

Parasitic leakage paths:Parasitic leakage paths:
Source Source –– drain leakagedrain leakage
Leakage between devicesLeakage between devices
This are still potentially deleterious This are still potentially deleterious –– although although 
things looks to be better as from 130nm techsthings looks to be better as from 130nm techs

Summary of the problemsSummary of the problems
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)

TID in CMOS technologiesTID in CMOS technologies
TID in bipolar technologiesTID in bipolar technologies

Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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Bipolar transistorsBipolar transistors

Current Gain = β = IC / IB

gm = IC/φt

B
C

E
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TID in bipolar devicesTID in bipolar devices
Substrate, sidewall and surface inversion (in oxideSubstrate, sidewall and surface inversion (in oxide--isolated processes)isolated processes)

R.L.Pease et al., 
IEEE Trans. Nucl. 
Science. Vol.32, N.6, 
1985

E.W.Enlow et al., 
IEEE Trans. Nucl. 
Science. Vol.36, N.6, 
1989
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TID in bipolar devicesTID in bipolar devices
Gain degradation:Gain degradation:

Increase of the surface component of the Increase of the surface component of the 
base currentbase current

R.N.Nowlin
et al., IEEE 
Trans. Nucl. 
Science. 
Vol.39, N.6, 
1992
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Low dose rate (LDR) effectLow dose rate (LDR) effect

Summary: LDR appears to be 
consistently inconsistent

A.H.Johnston et al., 
IEEE Trans. Nucl. 
Science. Vol.41, N.6, 
1994
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Examples of LDR effectsExamples of LDR effects

A.H.Johnston et al., 
JPL internal report, 
1999
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High temperature test (also advised by JPL, but for TID High temperature test (also advised by JPL, but for TID 
above 30krad)above 30krad)
JPL advice:JPL advice:

LDR: possible test proceduresLDR: possible test procedures

TIDTIDspecspec < 30krad< 30krad

50 & 0.005 50 & 0.005 rad/srad/s test at room Ttest at room T
comparecompare

if failure in any condition if failure in any condition 
(@TID<1.5TID(@TID<1.5TIDspecspec) => do not use!) => do not use!

TIDTIDspecspec > 30krad> 30krad

test up to 30krad in 3 conditions:test up to 30krad in 3 conditions:
50 & 0.005 50 & 0.005 rad/srad/s at room T, 1rad/s at 90at room T, 1rad/s at 90ooCC

comparecompare
if comparable => use 90if comparable => use 90ooC test C test 

BUT take an additional SF = 2 on BUT take an additional SF = 2 on TIDTIDspecspec
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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Displacement damage:Displacement damage:
sensitive devicessensitive devices

Bipolar linear ICsBipolar linear ICs
OptocouplersOptocouplers
Some type of optical sourcesSome type of optical sources
Optical detectorsOptical detectors
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Displacement in bipolar devicesDisplacement in bipolar devices

Displacement damage equation:Displacement damage equation:
1/hFE - 1/hFE0 = Φ / [K(2πfT)]

NB: The majority of linear ICs are still manufactured in old NB: The majority of linear ICs are still manufactured in old 
junctionjunction--isolated processes, BUT using less conservative isolated processes, BUT using less conservative 
approaches (more PNP transistors used in critical places)approaches (more PNP transistors used in critical places)

Gain degradation due to increased Gain degradation due to increased 
recombination of minority carriers in the recombination of minority carriers in the 
basebase

Results on biased and unbiased Results on biased and unbiased 
devices are almost identicaldevices are almost identical
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Bipolar technologiesBipolar technologies

Displacement damage
β degradation

Voltage regulators, comparators, op amps

TID
Leakage paths and β degradation

Sensitive with dose rate effects
Variable failure levels

Simultaneous effects:
they add up
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Displacement in bipolar devices: Displacement in bipolar devices: 
exampleexample

LM117 positive voltage regulator; effect LM117 positive voltage regulator; effect 
of TID and displacement add up!of TID and displacement add up!

B.G.Rax et al., to be published in IEEE Trans. Nucl. Science, Vol.46, n.6, December 1999
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Displacement in bipolar devicesDisplacement in bipolar devices
Effects for lateral and substrate PNPEffects for lateral and substrate PNP

B.G.Rax et al., to be published in IEEE Trans. Nucl. Science, Vol.46, n.6, December 1999

Displacement damage effects are generally negligible below 3Displacement damage effects are generally negligible below 3··10101010

p/cmp/cm22 (50MeV) also for PNP transistors(50MeV) also for PNP transistors

At levels above about 3At levels above about 3··10101111 p/cmp/cm22 , they start to become significant , they start to become significant 
also for NPN transistorsalso for NPN transistors

B.G.Rax et al., to be published 
in IEEE Trans. Nucl. Science, 
Vol.46, n.6, December 1999
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Displacement for Displacement for optocouplersoptocouplers: : 
exampleexample

MOCD223 from Motorola => normalized CTR 0.65%
HCPL-0731 from HP => normalized CTR 77%
ILD206A from Siemens => normalized CTR 3.5%

Radiation tests of the ATLAS DCS front-end electronics at 
the CERN TCC2 area for the CAN  Fieldbus - B. Hallgren

B.Hallgren, 
CERN, 1999
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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Ionization from different radiationIonization from different radiation
Traceable to the energy deposition initiated by one single partiTraceable to the energy deposition initiated by one single particle, in a precise instant in cle, in a precise instant in 
time. Due to its stochastic nature, this can happen at any time time. Due to its stochastic nature, this can happen at any time –– even at the very beginning even at the very beginning 
of the irradiationof the irradiation
Which particles can induce Which particles can induce SEEsSEEs? In the figure below, a schematic view of the density of ? In the figure below, a schematic view of the density of ee--
hh pairs created by different radiation is shown.pairs created by different radiation is shown.
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Small density of Small density of ee--hh
pairspairs

Large density of Large density of ee--hh
pairspairs

Small (proton) or no (neutron) density for direct ionization. Small (proton) or no (neutron) density for direct ionization. 
Possible high density from Heavy Ion produced from nuclear Possible high density from Heavy Ion produced from nuclear 
interaction of the particle with Silicon nucleus.interaction of the particle with Silicon nucleus.

Photon (X, Photon (X, γγ))

eehh

SiliconSilicon

Nuclear Nuclear 
interactioninteraction
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Density of Density of ee--hh pairs is important (1)pairs is important (1)
Not all the free charge (Not all the free charge (ee--hh pairs) generated by radiation contributes to pairs) generated by radiation contributes to 
SEEsSEEs. Only charge in a given volume, where it can be collected in th. Only charge in a given volume, where it can be collected in the e 
relevant amount of time by the appropriate circuit node, mattersrelevant amount of time by the appropriate circuit node, matters

Heavy IonHeavy Ion
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1.1.

1. Ion strike: ionization takes 1. Ion strike: ionization takes 
place along the track (column place along the track (column 
of highof high--density pairs)density pairs)
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2.2.

2. Charges start to migrate in the electric 2. Charges start to migrate in the electric 
field across the junctions. Some drift (fast field across the junctions. Some drift (fast 
collection, relevant for collection, relevant for SEEsSEEs), some ), some 
diffuse (slow collection, less relevant for diffuse (slow collection, less relevant for 
SEEsSEEs))
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3.3.

3. Charges are collected at circuit 3. Charges are collected at circuit 
nodes. Note that, if the relevant nodes. Note that, if the relevant 
node for the SEE is the p+ node for the SEE is the p+ 
diffusion, not all charge deposited diffusion, not all charge deposited 
by the ion is collected there. by the ion is collected there. 
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Density of Density of ee--hh pairs is important (2)pairs is important (2)

Heavy IonHeavy Ion
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Of all Of all ee--hh pairs created by radiation, only those in (roughly) this volumepairs created by radiation, only those in (roughly) this volume
are collected fast enough to contribute to an SEE at the node are collected fast enough to contribute to an SEE at the node 
corresponding to the p+ diffusion (for instance, S or D of a PMOcorresponding to the p+ diffusion (for instance, S or D of a PMOS FET). S FET). 
Density of pairs in this region determines if the SEE takes placDensity of pairs in this region determines if the SEE takes place or not!e or not!
This is called the This is called the ““SENSITIVE VOLUMESENSITIVE VOLUME”” (SV)(SV)
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The density of pairs depends on the stopping power of the particThe density of pairs depends on the stopping power of the particle, or le, or dE/dxdE/dx, or , or Linear Energy Transfer (LET)Linear Energy Transfer (LET). . 
The figure above (right) shows this quantity in Si for differentThe figure above (right) shows this quantity in Si for different particles. Even protons, at their maximum stopping particles. Even protons, at their maximum stopping 
power, can not induce SEE in electronics circuits. Only ions, eipower, can not induce SEE in electronics circuits. Only ions, either directly from the radiation environment or from ther directly from the radiation environment or from 
nuclear interaction of radiation (p, n, nuclear interaction of radiation (p, n, ……) in Silicon can deposit enough energy in the SV to induce ) in Silicon can deposit enough energy in the SV to induce SEEsSEEs..

Warning: data Warning: data 
points are points are 
approximate approximate 
in this figurein this figure
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Single Event Upset (SEU) (1)Single Event Upset (SEU) (1)
The The ee--hh pairs created by an ionizing particle can be collected by a junpairs created by an ionizing particle can be collected by a junction ction 
that is part of a circuit where a logic level is stored (logic 0that is part of a circuit where a logic level is stored (logic 0 or 1). This can or 1). This can 
induce the induce the ““flipflip”” of the logic level stored. This event is called an of the logic level stored. This event is called an ““upsetupset”” or a or a 
““soft errorsoft error””..
This typically happens in memories and registers. The following This typically happens in memories and registers. The following example is example is 
for an SRAM cell.for an SRAM cell.

GNDGND

VDD VDD

Node stroke Node stroke 
by the by the 
particleparticle

pp-- substratesubstrate

Striking particleStriking particle

Depletion region: Depletion region: ee--hh pairs are collected by pairs are collected by 
n+ drain and substrate => those collected n+ drain and substrate => those collected 
by the drain can contribute to SEUby the drain can contribute to SEU

n+ drainn+ drain ee--hh pairs in this region recombine pairs in this region recombine 
immediately (lots of free electrons immediately (lots of free electrons 
available in this n+ region)available in this n+ region)

High density of High density of ee--hh pairs in this region can pairs in this region can 
instantaneuslyinstantaneusly change effective doping in change effective doping in 
this lowthis low--doped region, and modify electric doped region, and modify electric 
fields. This is called fields. This is called ““funnelingfunneling””. Charge . Charge 
can hence be collected from this region to can hence be collected from this region to 
the n+ drain, although a portion of it will the n+ drain, although a portion of it will 
arrive arrive ““too latetoo late”” to contribute to SEUto contribute to SEU
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Single Event Upset (SEU) (2)Single Event Upset (SEU) (2)

GNDGND

VDD VDD

1. Initial condition 1. Initial condition 
(correct value stored)(correct value stored)

00
11

Charge collected at the drain of NMOS T1 tends Charge collected at the drain of NMOS T1 tends 
to lower the potential of the node B to to lower the potential of the node B to gndgnd. . 
PMOS T2 provides current from PMOS T2 provides current from VddVdd to to 
compensate, but has a limited current capability. compensate, but has a limited current capability. 
If the collected charge is large enough, the If the collected charge is large enough, the 
voltage of node B drops below Vdd/2voltage of node B drops below Vdd/2

T1T1

T2T2

Node BNode B

Node ANode A

GNDGND

VDD VDD

2. Final condition 2. Final condition 
(wrong value stored)(wrong value stored)

11
00

When node B drops below Vdd/2, the other When node B drops below Vdd/2, the other 
inverter in the SRAM cell changes its output inverter in the SRAM cell changes its output 
(node A) to logic 1. This opens T2 and closes T1, (node A) to logic 1. This opens T2 and closes T1, 
latching the wrong data in the memory cell. latching the wrong data in the memory cell. 

T1T1

T2T2

Node BNode B

Node ANode A
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““DigitalDigital”” Single Event Transient (SET)Single Event Transient (SET)

Particle hit in combinatorial logic: with modern fast Particle hit in combinatorial logic: with modern fast 
technologies, the induced pulse can propagate through technologies, the induced pulse can propagate through 
the logic until it is possibly latched in a registerthe logic until it is possibly latched in a register
Latching probability proportional to clock frequencyLatching probability proportional to clock frequency
Linear Linear behaviourbehaviour with clock frequency is observedwith clock frequency is observed

SET

SEU

Total Error = SET + SEU

Er
ro

rs

Frequency

Register

Combinatorial logic
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80μm

2μm

InGaAs PIN diode 
sensitive region

90 deg 45 deg 20 deg
Beam

““SEUSEU”” in optical receivers (1)in optical receivers (1)

RX
in

out

PIN
diode

Optical line
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““SEUSEU”” in optical receivers (2)in optical receivers (2)
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SEU crossSEU cross--section (1)section (1)
Sensitivity of a circuit to SEU (or in general to any SEE) is Sensitivity of a circuit to SEU (or in general to any SEE) is 
characterized by a crosscharacterized by a cross--sectionsection
The crossThe cross--section contains the information about the probability section contains the information about the probability 
of the event in a radiation environmentof the event in a radiation environment

Example: what is the error rate of an SRAM in a beam of 100MeV pExample: what is the error rate of an SRAM in a beam of 100MeV protons rotons 
of flux 10of flux 1055 p/cmp/cm22s?s?

1. Take the SRAM and irradiate 1. Take the SRAM and irradiate 
with 100MeV proton beam. To get with 100MeV proton beam. To get 
good statistics, use maximum flux good statistics, use maximum flux 
available (unless the error rate available (unless the error rate 
observed during test is too large, observed during test is too large, 
which might imply double errors are which might imply double errors are 
not counted => error in the not counted => error in the 
estimate)estimate)

SRAMSRAM100MeV 100MeV 
protonsprotons

2. Count the number of errors 2. Count the number of errors 
corresponding to a measured corresponding to a measured 
fluencefluence (=flux x time) of particles (=flux x time) of particles 
used to irradiateused to irradiate

Example:Example:
N of errors = 1000N of errors = 1000
FluenceFluence = 10= 101212 p/cmp/cm22

CrossCross--section (section (σσ)= N/F = 10)= N/F = 10--99 cmcm22

3. Multiply the cross3. Multiply the cross--section for the section for the 
estimated flux of particles in the estimated flux of particles in the 
radiation environment. The result is radiation environment. The result is 
directly the error rate, or number of directly the error rate, or number of 
errors per unit time.errors per unit time.

If (If (σσ) = 10) = 10--99 cmcm22

and flux = 10and flux = 1055 p/cmp/cm22ss

Error rate = 10Error rate = 10--44 errors/serrors/s
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SEU crossSEU cross--section (2)section (2)
In reality, things are generally more difficult In reality, things are generally more difficult –– the real radiation environment is a the real radiation environment is a 
complex field of particlescomplex field of particles
One needs models to translate crossOne needs models to translate cross--sections measured at experimental sections measured at experimental 
facilities (protons or heavy ions beams) into error rates in thefacilities (protons or heavy ions beams) into error rates in the fieldfield
The better the experimenter knows the sensitivity of the circuitThe better the experimenter knows the sensitivity of the circuit, the better , the better 
he/she can estimate the error rate in the real environmenthe/she can estimate the error rate in the real environment
Heavy Ions (HI) irradiation tests are very good to probe completHeavy Ions (HI) irradiation tests are very good to probe completely the ely the 
sensitivity of a circuit. With HI, it is possible to vary the LEsensitivity of a circuit. With HI, it is possible to vary the LET of the particles T of the particles 
(hence the energy deposited in the SV), and measure the correspo(hence the energy deposited in the SV), and measure the correspondent crossndent cross--
section.section.

LET= 1 MeVcmLET= 1 MeVcm22/mg/mg

SVSV
Example Example 
SV: Cube SV: Cube 
with 1um with 1um 
sidessides

The path of this particle in the SV is The path of this particle in the SV is 
1um. Since the density of Si is 1um. Since the density of Si is 
2.32g/cm2.32g/cm33, the energy deposited in , the energy deposited in 
the SV is about 232keV.the SV is about 232keV.
If the LET is changed, by changing If the LET is changed, by changing 
the ion, to 5, then the deposited the ion, to 5, then the deposited 
energy exceeds 1MeV.energy exceeds 1MeV.
It is possible to chart the measured It is possible to chart the measured 
crosscross--section for different LET of the section for different LET of the 
ions, as shown in the figure to the ions, as shown in the figure to the 
right.right.
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SEU crossSEU cross--section (3)section (3)

Heavy ions tests are more expensive and more Heavy ions tests are more expensive and more 
complicated to perform (few facilities, need to complicated to perform (few facilities, need to 
expose circuit without package)expose circuit without package)
As an alternative, for High Energy Physics As an alternative, for High Energy Physics 
applications (in particular for LHC detectors) it is applications (in particular for LHC detectors) it is 
possible to rely on monopossible to rely on mono--energetic proton beam dataenergetic proton beam data
Given the complexity of the radiation field in the LHC Given the complexity of the radiation field in the LHC 
experiments, a study has been carried with the help experiments, a study has been carried with the help 
of Monteof Monte--Carlo simulation codes and main results Carlo simulation codes and main results 
and implications are discussed in the followingand implications are discussed in the following
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SEU rate estimate in LHCSEU rate estimate in LHC

HadronHadron--dominated particle environmentdominated particle environment
Hadrons have low LET, no Hadrons have low LET, no ““directdirect”” SEUSEU
Nuclear interaction probability has to be Nuclear interaction probability has to be 
computed, with LET and track of the fragments computed, with LET and track of the fragments 
This work has been carried on in a This work has been carried on in a 
collaboration RD49/CMS, and publishedcollaboration RD49/CMS, and published
Main conclusions highlighted here (see the Main conclusions highlighted here (see the 
following paper for more details)following paper for more details)
M.HuhtinenM.Huhtinen, , F.FaccioF.Faccio, , ““Computational method to estimate Single Event Upset rates in an Computational method to estimate Single Event Upset rates in an 

accelerator environmentaccelerator environment””, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 450 (200, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 450 (2000) 0) 
155155--172172
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Simulation geometry & methodsSimulation geometry & methods

MonteMonte--Carlo simulation approachCarlo simulation approach
Different SV shape and size usedDifferent SV shape and size used
SV surrounded by silicon and topped by SV surrounded by silicon and topped by 
a 6a 6μμm SiOm SiO22 layer (equivalent to Si)layer (equivalent to Si)
Event generators to compute the Event generators to compute the 
interaction probability and produced interaction probability and produced 
recoilsrecoils
Energy loss of all recoils computedEnergy loss of all recoils computed

Chip surface

6μm

SV
1μm3
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““Threshold energyThreshold energy””
There is a There is a ““threshold energythreshold energy”” of the of the 
incoming particle, below which the incoming particle, below which the 
probability of observing an SEU probability of observing an SEU 
drops dramaticallydrops dramatically

•• This can be easily explained when looking This can be easily explained when looking 
at the curve to the right, which depicts the at the curve to the right, which depicts the 
probability to produce, from nuclear probability to produce, from nuclear 
interaction, fragments of the energy interaction, fragments of the energy 
indicated along the X axis: the lower the indicated along the X axis: the lower the 
energy of the incoming particle (neutrons energy of the incoming particle (neutrons 
in this case), the lower the energy of the in this case), the lower the energy of the 
fragments fragments –– hence the lower the energy hence the lower the energy 
they can deposit in the SVthey can deposit in the SV

•• As a consequence, It is not useful As a consequence, It is not useful –– or at or at 
best difficult to exploit best difficult to exploit –– to test for to test for SEEsSEEs
with beams below 50with beams below 50--60MeV. 60MeV. 
Nonetheless, very modern CMOS Nonetheless, very modern CMOS 
technologies that are very sensitive can technologies that are very sensitive can 
have the same crosshave the same cross--section above some section above some 
1515--20MeV, so this 20MeV, so this ““threshold energythreshold energy”” is is 
lower than for older technologieslower than for older technologies
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Probability curvesProbability curves
Rate = probability x fluxRate = probability x flux

Energy deposited in the SVEnergy deposited in the SV

The main output of the simulation is a The main output of the simulation is a 
probability curve for a given SV size probability curve for a given SV size 
and a given radiation environmentand a given radiation environment

•• The curve is plotted with the energy The curve is plotted with the energy 
deposited in the SV as X axis (deposited in the SV as X axis (EEdepdep))

•• On the Y axis, there is the probability (per On the Y axis, there is the probability (per 
unit flux and per unit SV) for any energy unit flux and per unit SV) for any energy 
deposition. This contains the information deposition. This contains the information 
on how often an energy EQUAL OR on how often an energy EQUAL OR 
LARGER than LARGER than EEdepdep is deposited in the SVis deposited in the SV

Example of the use of one such Example of the use of one such 
curvecurve

•• The curve to the right is for a SV of 1The curve to the right is for a SV of 1μμmm33

in a monoin a mono--energetic proton beam of 20, energetic proton beam of 20, 
30, 60 and 200 30, 60 and 200 MeVMeV..

•• Suppose that we have a circuit whose Suppose that we have a circuit whose 
threshold for SEU corresponds to a threshold for SEU corresponds to a 
deposition of 1MeV in the SV. Every time deposition of 1MeV in the SV. Every time 
an energy equal or larger than 1MeV is an energy equal or larger than 1MeV is 
deposited, the circuit has an SEUdeposited, the circuit has an SEU

•• The error rate in a 200MeV proton beam is The error rate in a 200MeV proton beam is 
the probability at the probability at EEdepdep=1MeV multiplied by =1MeV multiplied by 
the proton fluxthe proton flux
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Influence of the environmentInfluence of the environment
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The comparison of the probability curve for different radiation The comparison of the probability curve for different radiation 
environments is very interestingenvironments is very interesting

•• In the figure below, the comparison between a monoIn the figure below, the comparison between a mono--energetic 60MeV proton beam and energetic 60MeV proton beam and 
the complex CMS tracker environment is shownthe complex CMS tracker environment is shown

•• The probability curves are very similar. This implies that a reaThe probability curves are very similar. This implies that a reasonable estimate of the sonable estimate of the 
error rate in the CMS tracker environment (and hence in the LHC error rate in the CMS tracker environment (and hence in the LHC experiments) can be experiments) can be 
obtained by measuring the crossobtained by measuring the cross--section of the circuit in a proton beam of at least section of the circuit in a proton beam of at least 
60MeV60MeV

•• The suggested procedure for the estimate The suggested procedure for the estimate 
is therefore:is therefore:

1.1. Measure the Measure the σσ in a 60MeV proton in a 60MeV proton 
beam (or higher energy if available)beam (or higher energy if available)

2.2. Multiply the Multiply the σσ for the flux of particles for the flux of particles 
in the LHC environment, where only in the LHC environment, where only 
hadrons above 20MeV have to be hadrons above 20MeV have to be 
countedcounted

The procedure is based on the The procedure is based on the 
assumption, which appears assumption, which appears 
reasonable from this study, that all reasonable from this study, that all 
hadrons above about 20MeV have hadrons above about 20MeV have 
roughly the same effect on the circuit roughly the same effect on the circuit 
(hence their (hence their σσ is very comparable)is very comparable)
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Conclusions of the simulation workConclusions of the simulation work
Despite the large number of approximations in the model, a good Despite the large number of approximations in the model, a good 
agreement with available experimental data has been foundagreement with available experimental data has been found

SEU rates in LHC will in most devices be dominated by hadrons wiSEU rates in LHC will in most devices be dominated by hadrons with th 
E>20MeV. It is reasonable to assume in the estimate that all hadE>20MeV. It is reasonable to assume in the estimate that all hadrons rons 
above 20MeV have the same effectabove 20MeV have the same effect
To estimate error rates in LHC, use proton beams of 60To estimate error rates in LHC, use proton beams of 60--200MeV to 200MeV to 
measure the crossmeasure the cross--section of the circuits. Multiply the measured s for the section of the circuits. Multiply the measured s for the 
flux of hadrons with E>20MeV in the location where the circuit hflux of hadrons with E>20MeV in the location where the circuit has to as to 
work. This procedure has been adopted by all LHC experiments as work. This procedure has been adopted by all LHC experiments as a a 
““standardstandard”” for circuit qualificationfor circuit qualification
A useful information to situate the sensitivity of circuits in tA useful information to situate the sensitivity of circuits in the LHC is the he LHC is the 
maximum LET of recoils from nuclear interaction of hadrons with maximum LET of recoils from nuclear interaction of hadrons with the Si the Si 
nuclei. The maximum LET is for a Si recoil and the LET is about nuclei. The maximum LET is for a Si recoil and the LET is about 15 15 
MeVcmMeVcm22mgmg--11. This information can be used to judge if a circuit for which . This information can be used to judge if a circuit for which 
Heavy Ion data is available will experience a high error rate inHeavy Ion data is available will experience a high error rate in the LHC.the LHC.
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

General viewGeneral view
Total Ionizing Dose (TID)Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
Displacement damageDisplacement damage
Single Event EffectsSingle Event Effects

SEU, SETSEU, SET
Destructive eventsDestructive events

OutlineOutline
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Destructive Destructive SEEsSEEs (Hard errors)(Hard errors)
SEBOSEBO => Single Event Burnout=> Single Event Burnout

occurring in power MOSFET, BJToccurring in power MOSFET, BJT
(IGBT) and power diodes(IGBT) and power diodes

SEGRSEGR => Single Event Gate Rupture=> Single Event Gate Rupture
occurring in power MOSFEToccurring in power MOSFET

SELSEL => Single Event => Single Event LatchupLatchup
occurring in CMOS ICsoccurring in CMOS ICs

They can be triggered by the nuclear interaction They can be triggered by the nuclear interaction 
of charged hadrons and neutronsof charged hadrons and neutrons
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Single Event Single Event LatchupLatchup (SEL)(SEL)

VDD

VSS

R1
R2

R3
R4

R5 R6

A.H. Johnston et al., IEEE TNS, Apr. 1996A.H. Johnston et al., IEEE TNS, Apr. 1996

Electrical Electrical latchuplatchup might be initiated by electrical transients on might be initiated by electrical transients on 
input/output lines, elevated T or improper sequencing of power sinput/output lines, elevated T or improper sequencing of power supply upply 
biases. These modes are normally addressed by the manufacturer.biases. These modes are normally addressed by the manufacturer.

LatchupLatchup can be initiated by ionizing particles (SEL) in any place of thcan be initiated by ionizing particles (SEL) in any place of the e 
circuit (not only circuit (not only IOsIOs))

n well
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SEL: experimentsSEL: experiments
Experiments aim at measuring the crossExperiments aim at measuring the cross--section. To avoid destruction section. To avoid destruction 
after the first occurrence, power (both core and I/Os) has to beafter the first occurrence, power (both core and I/Os) has to be shut off shut off 
promptly upon detection of the SELpromptly upon detection of the SEL
SEL sensitivity is enhanced by temperature, hence the test shoulSEL sensitivity is enhanced by temperature, hence the test should be d be 
done at the maximum foreseen Tdone at the maximum foreseen T
Though in general modern technologies should be less sensitive tThough in general modern technologies should be less sensitive to o 
SEL, there are exceptions!SEL, there are exceptions!
SEL can be induced by high energy protons and neutronsSEL can be induced by high energy protons and neutrons

This is not very frequent, but in literature one can find at leaThis is not very frequent, but in literature one can find at least 15st 15--20 20 
devices for which SEL was experimentally induced by proton or nedevices for which SEL was experimentally induced by proton or neutron utron 
irradiationirradiation
When looking at devices for which Heavy Ion data exist in literaWhen looking at devices for which Heavy Ion data exist in literature, a rule ture, a rule 
of a thumb is: if they do not latch below an LET of 15 MeVcmof a thumb is: if they do not latch below an LET of 15 MeVcm22mgmg--11, they , they 
will not latch in a protonwill not latch in a proton--neutron environment. In fact, typically they need to neutron environment. In fact, typically they need to 
have an SEL threshold around 4 MeVcmhave an SEL threshold around 4 MeVcm22mgmg--11 to be sensitive (but take this to be sensitive (but take this 
figure with precaution, since it is base on little statistics avfigure with precaution, since it is base on little statistics availableailable……))
If a component is suspected to be sensitive, use high energy proIf a component is suspected to be sensitive, use high energy protons for tons for 
the test (the SEL crossthe test (the SEL cross--section can be even 15 times larger for tests at section can be even 15 times larger for tests at 
200MeV than for tests with 50MeV protons). Also, use a large 200MeV than for tests with 50MeV protons). Also, use a large fluencefluence of of 
particles for the test particles for the test –– at least 5x10at least 5x101010 cmcm--22 –– and to enhance SEL and to enhance SEL 
probability increase the T during the testprobability increase the T during the test
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SEBO (SEB)SEBO (SEB)
DoubleDouble--diffused MOS (DMOS) power transistor and power diffused MOS (DMOS) power transistor and power 
BJT transistors are vulnerableBJT transistors are vulnerable

J.H.Johnson & K.F.Galloway, IEEE NSREC short 
course, 1996

Power DMOSPower DMOS Power BJTPower BJT
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SEBO (SEB)SEBO (SEB)
Mechanism: passage of the ion in the OFF state, generating a Mechanism: passage of the ion in the OFF state, generating a 
transient current. A regenerative feedback occurs until transient current. A regenerative feedback occurs until 
second breakdown sets in and permanently destroys the second breakdown sets in and permanently destroys the 
device (short sourcedevice (short source--drain or emitterdrain or emitter--collector).collector).

Important mechanism in the regenerative feedback: Important mechanism in the regenerative feedback: 
avalancheavalanche--generated hole current in the collector region of generated hole current in the collector region of 
the parasitic (or main) bipolar transistor.the parasitic (or main) bipolar transistor.

J.H.Johnson & K.F.Galloway, 
IEEE NSREC short course, 1996
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SEB Example: DCSEB Example: DC--DC converter (1)DC converter (1)
Power Power MOSFETsMOSFETs used in candidate DCused in candidate DC--DC converter for LHC were DC converter for LHC were 

mounted in test cards (below, left) and irradiated a different mounted in test cards (below, left) and irradiated a different VdsVds
with 60MeV protons. Burnout started from a with 60MeV protons. Burnout started from a VdsVds of about 350V.of about 350V.
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SEB Example: DCSEB Example: DC--DC converter (2)DC converter (2)

From previous curve and with analysis of the converter, it is poFrom previous curve and with analysis of the converter, it is possible to ssible to 
select a working condition where select a working condition where VdsVds of the MOSFET never of the MOSFET never 
exceeds 300V (this technique is called exceeds 300V (this technique is called ““deratingderating”” and is often used)and is often used)
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SEGR in power SEGR in power MOSFETsMOSFETs
SEGR is caused by heavySEGR is caused by heavy--ionion--induced localized dielectric induced localized dielectric 
breakdown of the gate oxide. SEGR test is destructive!breakdown of the gate oxide. SEGR test is destructive!

J.H.Johnson & K.F.Galloway, 
IEEE NSREC short course, 1996
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F.W. Massengill et al., “Heavy-Ion-Induced Breackdown in Ultra-Thin Gate Oxides and High-k 
Dielectrics”, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. 48, no. 6, December 2001, pp. 1904-1912.

SEGR does not seem to be a problem even in the most 
advanced CMOS processes

SEGR in ULSI CMOSSEGR in ULSI CMOS
Recent concerns in possible trend of SEGR in modern technologiesRecent concerns in possible trend of SEGR in modern technologies
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Radiation effects in devices and technologiesRadiation effects in devices and technologies

Summary TableSummary Table

“SEUs”Yes (tech dependent)YesOptical receivers

SETsYesYesOptocouplers

SEBYesYesPower BJTs

SEB
SEGR

NoYesPower MOSFETs

Combination of CMOS and 
Bipolar

YesYesLow voltage BiCMOS

SEL extremely rare – if at all
SETs

Yes3Yes, with ELDR 
possible

Low voltage Bipolar

SEUs in logic and memories
SETs relevant if fast logic (1GHz)
SEL possible2

NoYes1Low voltage CMOS

SEEsDisplacementTIDDevice

1The threshold for sensitivity varies with technology generation and function. Typically failures are 
observed from a minimum of 1-3krd, and sensitivity decreases with technology node (130nm less
sensitive than 250nm for instance)
2Sensitivity typically decreases with technology node. When Vdd goes below about 0.8-1V, then SEL 
should not appear any more
3Sensitivity depends on doping and thickness of the base, hence decreasing in modern fast processes
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Particles and damagesParticles and damages

YesNegligibleNegligible for practical purposes 
(example: 106 HI with 
LET=50MeVcm2mg-1 deposit 
about 800 rd)

Heavy Ions

As for protons, actually 
above 20MeV p and n 
can roughly be 
considered to have the 
same effect for SEEs

Equivalences in Si$,*

@1MeV     1 n/cm2 = 0.81 n/cm2

@2MeV     1 n/cm2 = 0.74 n/cm2

@14MeV   1 n/cm2 = 1.50 n/cm2

Negligiblen

Only via nuclear 
interaction. Max LET of 
recoil in Silicon = 
15MeVcm2mg-1

Equivalences in Si$,*

@53MeV   1 p/cm2 = 1.25 n/cm2

@98MeV   1 p/cm2 = 0.92 n/cm2

@154MeV 1 p/cm2 = 0.74 n/cm2

@197MeV 1 p/cm2 = 0.66 n/cm2

@244MeV 1 p/cm2 = 0.63 n/cm2

@294MeV 1 p/cm2 = 0.61 n/cm2

@23GeV   1 p/cm2 = 0.50 n/cm2

Equivalences in Si$

@60MeV   1011p/cm2=13.8krd
@100MeV 1011p/cm2=9.4krd
@150MeV 1011p/cm2=7.0krd
@200MeV 1011p/cm2=5.8krd
@250MeV 1011p/cm2=5.1krd
@300MeV 1011p/cm2=4.6krd
@23GeV   1011p/cm2=3.2krd

p

NoNoExpressed in SiO2
Almost identical in Si or SiO2

X-rays
60Co γ

SEEDisplacement (NIEL)TIDRadiation

$ Energy here is only kinetic (for total particle energy, add the rest energy mc2)
*The equivalence is referred to “equivalent 1Mev neutrons”, where the NIEL of “1MeV neutrons” is DEFINED 
to be 95 MeVmb. This explains why for 1MeV neutrons the equivalence is different than 1
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To study furtherTo study further……
General material on radiation effects:General material on radiation effects:

The best source is the The best source is the ““archive of Radiation Effects Short Course Notebooks, 1980archive of Radiation Effects Short Course Notebooks, 1980--
20062006”” collecting the courses given at the IEEE NSREC conference (CD scollecting the courses given at the IEEE NSREC conference (CD sold by IEEE)old by IEEE)
““ClassicClassic”” books on the subjectbooks on the subject

•• ““Ionizing radiation effects in MOS devices and circuitsIonizing radiation effects in MOS devices and circuits””, edited by , edited by T.MaT.Ma and and P.DressendorferP.Dressendorfer, , 
published by Wiley (2001), ISBN 978published by Wiley (2001), ISBN 978--04718489360471848936

•• ““Handbook of radiation effectsHandbook of radiation effects””, by , by A.HolmesA.Holmes--SiedleSiedle and and L.AdamsL.Adams, published by Oxford , published by Oxford 
University Press (2002), ISBN 978University Press (2002), ISBN 978--0198507338 0198507338 

Recent Books with good overview of all effects:Recent Books with good overview of all effects:
•• ““Radiation effects on Embedded SystemsRadiation effects on Embedded Systems””, edited by , edited by R.VelazcoR.Velazco, , P.FouillatP.Fouillat, , R.ReisR.Reis, published , published 

by Springer (2007), ISBN 978by Springer (2007), ISBN 978--11--40204020--56455645--11
•• ““Radiation effects and soft errors in integrated circuits and eleRadiation effects and soft errors in integrated circuits and electronic devicesctronic devices””, edited by , edited by 

R.SchrimpfR.Schrimpf and and D.FleetwoodD.Fleetwood, published by World Scientific (2004), ISBN 981, published by World Scientific (2004), ISBN 981--238238--940940--77
Best papers from the Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects ConfereBest papers from the Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects Conference (NSREC) are nce (NSREC) are 
published yearly in the IEEE TNS in the published yearly in the IEEE TNS in the decemberdecember special Issuespecial Issue

Specialized conferences:Specialized conferences:
NSREC in the US, yearly in JulyNSREC in the US, yearly in July
RADECsRADECs in Europe, conference (1 week) or workshop (2in Europe, conference (1 week) or workshop (2--3 days) every year in 3 days) every year in 
SeptemberSeptember


